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To 

Mrs Sailaja M 

HOD Department of compuler applications Francis de Sales college 
Electronics ciiy 
Bengaluru 560100 

Dear Sir/Madam. 

Subject:Appointment as paper setter for Feb/March 2022UG examinations. 

With reference to the above, kindly set a question paper (one set) forB. Sc, II/IV/VI Semester of 
Computer SciencePaper Title: Problem Solving Techniques examinations to be held in month of 
Feb/March 2022. 

You are requested to set the question paper on the above-mentioned subject (one set) and kindly collect the manuscript and write it with your own handwriting and submit the manuscript on or 
before 12thJAN 2022. 

The question paper should be framed so as to cover the entire syllabus keeping in mind the 
number of teaching hours allotted for each chapter. 
The enclosed syllabus. model question paper and blue print pattern to be followed with regard to 
setting the questíon paper, allotment of marks and duration of the paper 

Please ensure that the question paper can be answered within the time limit. 
.Total confidentiality should be maintained. 

. The paper setter should specifically mention the charts, tables, IS codes, data books etc required 
for the exam ination. 

Thanking you, 

Yours faitlhfully 
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